Chapter 136-130 WAC

REGIONAL PRIORITIZATION OF RAP PROJECTS

WAC 136-130-010 Purpose and authority. RCW 36.79.080 sets forth the criteria that will be used in determining the priority of specific improvement projects. This chapter describes how each RAP project type will rate and be prioritized within RAP regions.


WAC 136-130-020 Priorities by project type. There shall be five project types eligible for RATA funding, with each having separate rating systems for project ranking and selection. The five project types include:

1. Reconstruction - Emphasis on alignment and grade changes on fifty percent or more of the project length, and may include additional travel lanes and right of way costs.

2. 3R - Resurfacing, restoration, and rehabilitation - Primary focus on extending the service life of existing facility involving less than fifty percent vertical or horizontal changes, and on safety improvements. Right of way costs are eligible for RATA reimbursement as a part of this project type.

3. 2R - Resurfacing and restoration - Primary focus on restoration of the pavement structure on the existing vertical and horizontal alignment and spot safety improvements. Minor widening costs are allowed as a part of this project type. Right of way costs are not eligible for RATA reimbursement in this project type.

4. Intersection - 3R or reconstruction work limited to the vicinity of an existing intersection, and may include additional travel lanes and right of way costs.

5. Bridge and drainage structures - Replacement or major rehabilitation of an existing bridge or other drainage structure, and may include additional travel lanes and right of way costs. The county road administration board has determined that the interests of the counties in the several regions will be best served by encouraging development of a distinct project priority rating systems for each region.

In consultation with the individual regions, the executive director shall approve the various forms and procedures necessary to allocate available RATA funding, consistent with RCW 36.79.080.


WAC 136-130-030 Supplemental rules in Puget Sound region (PSR). Each county in the PSR may submit projects requesting RATA funds not to exceed eighty percent of the forecasted regional apportionment.


WAC 136-130-040 Supplemental rules in northwest region (NWR). Each county in the NWR may submit projects requesting RATA funds not to exceed forty percent of the forecasted regional apportionment.


WAC 136-130-050 Supplemental rules in northeast region (NER). Each county in the NER may submit projects requesting RATA funds not to exceed twenty-five percent of the forecasted NER biennial apportionment.

Bridge projects may be submitted requesting RATA funds under one of the following conditions:

1. Bridges must be approved for federal bridge funding and RATA funds shall be used only as a match for such federal funding. Bridges will be ranked for RATA funding using the WSDOT priority list and may be added to the NER Category 1 priority array at any time during the biennium upon approval of the bridge for federal bridge funding.

2. A stand-alone bridge project may be submitted as an ordinary reconstruction or 3R RAP project provided that its priority rating has been computed by the bridge rating method in the NER RAP rating procedures. Such projects shall not be considered for funding from the bridge reserve described above.

(2/3/11)
WAC 136-130-060 Supplemental rules in southeast region (SER). Each county in the SER may submit projects requesting RATA funds not to exceed twice the per county limit of the forecasted SER biennial apportionment as follows:

- Asotin County: ten percent
- Benton County: fourteen percent
- Columbia County: eleven percent
- Franklin County: thirteen percent
- Garfield County: ten percent
- Kittitas County: thirteen percent
- Klickitat County: fourteen percent
- Walla Walla County: fourteen percent
- Yakima County: twenty percent

Federally funded bridges for which counties are seeking matching funds shall receive first consideration for bridge funds. Bridges receiving federal funding may be added to this list at any time during the biennium. Stand-alone bridges may compete for funds in this reserve that remain after all bridges seeking match for federal funds have been funded. Whatever part of the bridge reserve that is not allocated to bridge projects shall be available for allocation to other RAP projects.

WAC 136-130-070 Supplemental rules in southwest region (SWR). Each county in the SWR may submit projects requesting RATA funds not to exceed thirty percent of the forecasted SWR biennial apportionment.

WAC 136-130-080 Limitation on rating points. In each of the project prioritization procedures and associated approved forms, for purposes of the RAP project prospectus submitted to the county road administration board, geometric condition points shall be assigned only for those conditions which will be corrected by construction of the project.

WAC 136-130-090 Reallocation of RATA funds between project types. In the event that no projects or an insufficient number of projects are submitted in any project type to utilize the RATA funds set aside for the project type, all remaining funds shall be divided among the remaining project types as the county road administration board deems appropriate. The intent is to divide all available funds into project types having a sufficient number of submitted projects to fully utilize the funds available during the biennium.